Grease Gator Aqueous Parts Washer System
Gatorizer Specifications

Description
How it works:
The Grease Gator Aqueous
Parts Washer System uses
innovative purifier technology
to constantly purify its aqueous cleaning solution. Using
gravity and a slow emulsifying cleaning solution, the
Grease Gator not only preserves the power of the cleaning solution but also collects
used oil so pure that is ready
for recycling and has value.
Cross –section of Drum
The Grease Gator performs
the work other parts washers have to outsource.
An analogy to a consumer application can help visualize the Grease Gator’s power. Imagine a washing
machine that does an excellent job cleaning clothes
while purifying the laundry detergent to be used over
and over again and collecting the dirt to return to the
garden. The Grease Gator accomplishes a similar
feat for industrial fluids.
Powerful cleaning:

Preserves investment in sink.
Easily reuse the sink, pump,
light & lid.

1,500 W external mounted
drum heating system. Keeps
the heating element out of the
solution for trouble-free heating operation.

You can pour oil directly
down the drain . . .

Digital 24 Hour Timer to Control Heater available to match
your work schedule.

Solution Capacity:
25 Gallons with available
AutoFill feature to maintain water level.

. . . and the cleaning solution stays clean.
The Power of Grease Gator Purification.


Cleans 57% faster than mineral spirits.

Eliminates microbial activity which is responsible
for rapidly degrading cleaning power.

Electrical Requirements:
120V/60 Hz/20A.

Environmentally friendly:

1-year warranty on all


99.5% less VOC emissions than a mineral spirits
parts washer.

component parts, technical
support included.


Eliminates 1,000 lbs annually of organic waste
compared to a mineral spirits parts washer.

No messy filters to clean or dispose.
Safe for workers:

Non-hazardous, non-combustible cleaning solution,
no hazardous fumes and no bad odors.

Creates a safe working environment that improves
morale.
Lower cost than current solutions:

Operate the Grease Gator for $25/month.

Grease Gator Elite

Award winning technology:
The Grease Gator has been
recognized with two prestigious
awards in 2005:

Empty Oil Collection Reservoir
with a twist of a valve.. Oil is
directly ready for reuse/recycling.


Increase productivity by cleaning faster and better.

Eliminate the need for fluid exchange services.



The Chicago Innovation Award for Design.



The Illinois Governor’s Award
for Pollution Reduction.

